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The story did flow...the real truth about living in the hood is graphic but it is part of the real story
...This book took me right back to the streets of bonding from 1991- 2004. I was three years older
than these guys and posted bonds quite frequently until they all got picked up by the Feds..The
lesson to learn is many children who do live in the hood build up so much anger from being
neglected by parents. Their parents, whose love and need for using drugs become top priority,
instead of their own children daily. The lies parents tell day after day night after night is so hurtful;
their children become numb to lying, hurting, and eventually killing to no avail.The love of money
becomes the root of their evil. Money acts as their god and power to do whatever they choose to do
at all cost to harming themselves and others.Congratulations Duane Austin Sr.â€‹â€‹ for writing a
book!!!***please be respectful...NO ONE comment about grammar or spelling unless you have
wrote and published your own book***

This book had me feeling as if I was there like an invisible person watching it all. It was very
interesting. Some things that happened seemed almost too crazy but I guess that's how it is.
Authors please take time and proof your work before you have it published. There were a lot of
errors but the story you delivered was awesome!I give this novel a 5!!

I actually loved this book. More imporantly, I LOVE LOVE LOVE DORIAN.. He had a nasty attitude,
but all in all, he was as real as they come in my eyes. I didn't care much for the misspelled words,
etc., It was kind of hard to follow, but I was able to put two and two together. The story did have
meaning behind it. In the end was it really worth it? I also like the fact that the writer let the book end
with only one novel. At times i be so tired of reading sequels. But overall, very good read indeed.

This is my first read by this author and I must say I was very impressed I couldn't put this book down
this book really deserves more than 5 stars kendal and Dorian had a real tight bond they was down
for each other I read stories where best friends turn their backs on each for money but not this story
the ones that just entered the organization was the disloyal ones I would highly recommend this
book keep up the good work looking forward to reading more books from you.

This book hit home. I've seen a lot of the things that went on in this book in my own community. The
drug epidemic being both sold and doing them is killing our own race. Read this and you will most
definitely feel something.

Very Entertaining.

Good read some typos but really interesting and made me want to continue to read it. Wish it didn't
end how it did
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